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Chapter 3 summary 

Human communication—the fact that we have ostensive-inferential communication and the way we 

go about interpreting each other’s utterances—can be said to be rooted in a kind of special 

‘pragmatic competence’ that all humans share. Chapter 3 then asks the following question: What 

principles govern this pragmatic competence, and what cognitive mechanisms make the pragmatic 

competence (and therefore the principles governing it) possible? 

In order to answer the question about the principles governing our pragmatic competence, Scott-

Phillips (S-P) initially turns to the philosopher Paul Grice (who after all inspired the whole idea of 

ostensive-inferential communication in terms of recognition of speaker intentions in the first place). 

Grice has a series of ‘maxims of conversation’ all governed by a central ‘Co-operative Principle’: 

‘Make you contribution such as it is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted 

purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged’ (p.55). However, the Gricean 

procedure for interpreting utterances is argued by S-P to lack psychological plausibility. According to 

the Gricean procedure, metaphorical utterances should take longer to process than more literal 

ones as one needs to go through a long deductive chain i.e. ‘John has said that Peter is a sloth, but 

he knows Peter isn’t literally a sloth and that he knows that I know that, and yet he must be 

respecting the Gricean maxim to be truthful, so he must be trying to convey a meaning that is closely 

related etc. etc. …therefore John must mean that Peter is lazy’. Doing all that must take longer than 

processing the sentence ‘Peter is lazy’. But unfortunately, experiments show that this is not the case. 

S-P therefore resorts to ‘Relevance theory’, which is really just a Gricean theory which tries to be 

psychologically plausible. Relevance theory says that any utterance will produce ‘positive cognitive 

effects’ (worthwhile changes to one’s mental representations) and consume processing effort; the 

important thing is that the trade-off between these two things is optimal i.e. you should make your 

utterances ‘relevant’ in the technical sense that it must give the most positive cognitive effects for 

the least effort. For example, if someone asks someone else their age, possible responses could be 

‘32’, ‘Under 50’, or ’32 or the square root of 81 is not 9’. The second response is roughly as easy to 

process as the first, but the cognitive effects of the first response are greater, because it answers the 

question more directly; and so it is less relevant than the first response. The third response is equally 

as informative as the first response, but it takes more processing effort and so is less relevant for 

that reason. The first response, then, is the relevant response, in the technical sense here. Humans 

tend to seek the relevance of a signal and produce relevant signals for each other. 

The cognitive mechanism responsible for our ability to recongise speaker intentions in the first place 

and thence to relevantly interpret the signals we produce is here called ‘recursive mindreading’ (and 

could also be called ‘recursive theory of mind’). S-P works through a series of examples to show that 

we ever more recursive mind-reading we eventually get to behaviour that is like human 

communication. In fact human communication arises precisely at the point that you believe that I 

intend that you believe that I intend that you believe that the berries are tasty (so after 5 levels of 

embedding above the informative intention ‘the berries are tasty’). Not before. This may seem 

complicated but the author is then at pains to show that it isn’t really, and that infants are quite 

capable of doing it at least as early as 12 months, as many experiments have recently found. 


